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Introduction
Each month Scheme employers deduct member and employer contributions from Scheme
member’s pensionable pay and send them to East Riding Pension Fund (ERPF). This should include
any additional contributions.
A monthly breakdown should be sent with the payment to show ERPF which Scheme member the
payment relates to and how much is employee contributions and how much is employer
contributions.
The year-end return exercise is important for two reasons:
1. It allows us to put the correct contributions and pay on to the individual Scheme member
records and check that what has been paid for the Scheme year is correct;
2. It gives us the information that we need to send the Scheme members a benefit statement,
which is required by 31 August each year.
The totals on each Scheme employer’s year-end return should match the totals that have been paid
over the Scheme year.
Each Scheme year runs from 1 April to 31 March.
It is important that you check that your year-end return matches the monthly breakdowns that you
have sent and that the total amount of contributions that you have paid for the Scheme year is
equal to the 12 monthly payments that you have made.
This is a good guide to confirm that the year-end file is correct.
Timetable
Under regulation 80(3) of the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013 (LGPS2013)
Scheme employers are legally required to provide details for each employee who has been an
active member during the Scheme year within 3 months of the end of the Scheme year. As the
Scheme year ends on 31 March this requires employers to have submitted their returns by 30 June
each year.
ERPF then must process all of the information and produce the Annual Benefit Statements by 31
August.
The timescales for both parties are extremely tight and to avoid delays due to the information
received not being accurate enough to use ERPF have put together a timetable which leaves
enough time for all of your data to be verified before 19 July.
23 April 2021
1 June 2021
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Deadline for employers submitting year-end return files to ERPF
All submitted files will have been checked by ERPF and either passed for
processing or returned for amendments

11 June 2021

Deadline for files that have been returned for amendments to be resubmitted

19 July 2020

All submitted files past for processing

ERPF perform a number of checks and validations to ensure that the data posted to Scheme
member records is accurate and that the Annual Benefit Statements are correct, it is important to
adhere to the above timetable to ensure that the data submitted for your Scheme employer has
these checks performed before the 19 July 2021 deadline.
Please note ERPF are required to report any breaches in the law to the Pensions Regulator (tPR):



Returns that are NOT received by 19 July 2021 may be reported to tPR;
Returns that are received but are not accurate enough to process by 19 July 2021 may be
reported to tPR

How many entries on the year-end return?
Each individual job that a member has held throughout the Scheme year should have an entry on
the year-end return.
If member records have been combined on your payroll/HR system then they may need splitting
out into the individual roles.
The basic rule when determining if a member should have one or more entries on the year-end
return is whether the jobs could carry on independently of each other.
If a member holds two jobs, both as a teaching assistant doing five hours in each post they may be
recorded as having one ten hour job on your records or they may have two five hour posts. For
pension purposes it is important to consider the contractual relationship between the jobs.
If the member has one contract of employment that covers all of the hours that they work and will
receive the same increases in salary on each post this would be considered as one job and one
pension record. They may be split on your payroll/HR system to accurately allocate budget,
however they only hold one contract of employment and therefore should have one entry on the
year-end return.
If the member has two posts under two separate contracts of employment then the member
should have two pension records with ERPF and the year-end return should show two entries on
the year-end return.
Where a member has had a continuation of employment and has ceased one job and immediately
started another job this is classed as a transfer of post. ERPF does not require a leaver form for the
ceased post and a starter form for the new post. The member’s pension will be one continuous
record and therefore they should only have one entry on the year-end return.
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File specification
The full file specification can be found in Appendix 1 which shows a template of the field number,
field name, input type (numerical, alpha, date), whether the field is mandatory and the maximum
length of the field.
Field No 1-8 – Identification fields
1. Employer number – not mandatory
Your employer number is the unique reference number that is allocated to you when you become
an employer within ERPF. If you do not know your employer number our Systems & Web team can
provide you with this.
2. Folder reference – not mandatory
When a member joins ERPF they are allocated a unique folder reference to help us identify
individual jobs. The folder reference number allows us to accurately match the member data you
are sending to our records. It is useful for employers to hold this information and if you would like
to update your records our Systems & Web team can provide you with a report and help you
match the numbers.
3. NINo
The member’s national insurance number is a mandatory field, it allows us to match the data to
the correct person. Temporary NiNos are not accepted.
4. Surname & 5. Forename
Enter the members surname and forenames.
6. Gender
Enter M for male and F for female.
7. Date of birth
Enter the member’s date of birth in the following format DD/MM/YYYY.
8. Payroll number
Enter the member’s payroll number. This should be a unique reference to identify the individual
pensionable employment.
Field No 9-32 – Data fields
9. Date joined scheme
This field should show either:
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The start of the scheme year if the member had already joined before this date – for
2020/2021 return this will be 01/04/2020;
The date that the member joined the scheme if after the start of the scheme year.

The format for this field should be DD/MM/YYYY
10. Contribution date
This field should show either:



The end of the scheme year if the member has not left during the scheme year – for
2020/2021 return this will be 31/03/2021;
The date that the member left the scheme if before the end of the scheme year.

11. Scheme section
This field indicates whether the member is in the main section of the scheme or the 50/50 section
of the scheme at the end of the scheme year. If the member is in the main scheme enter 1, if the
member is in the 50/50 scheme enter 2.
If the member has left during the scheme year please indicate the section of the scheme they were
in at the date of leaving.
12. Contribution rate
Enter the rate that the employee is paying contributions on at the end of the scheme year. If the
member is in the 50/50 scheme please enter the 50/50 rate.
The rate should be entered to two decimal places, for example a member paying 6.5% will be
entered as 6.50.
If the member has left during the scheme year please enter the contribution rate at the date that
the member left the scheme.
13. Pensionable pay received in the main section of the scheme
The Pensionable pay is the pay that the member has paid pension contributions on in the scheme
year.
You should have deducted pension contributions on the following pay:
-(1) Subject to regulation 21 (assumed pensionable pay), an employee's pensionable pay is the total of(a) all the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to the employee, and
(b) any benefit specified in the employee's contract of employment as being a pensionable
emolument.
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(2) But an employee's pensionable pay does not include(a)

any sum which has not had income tax liability determined on it;

(b)

any travelling, subsistence or other allowance paid in respect of expenses incurred in relation
to the employment;

(c)

any payment in consideration of loss of holidays;

(d)

any payment in lieu of notice to terminate a contract of employment;

(e)

any payment as an inducement not to terminate employment before the payment is made;

(f)

any amount treated as the money value to the employee of the provision of a motor vehicle
or any amount paid in lieu of such provision;

(g)

any payment in consideration of loss of future pensionable payments or benefits;

(h)

any award of compensation (excluding any sum representing arrears of pay) for the purpose
of achieving equal pay in relation to other employees;

(i)

any payment made by the Scheme employer to a member on reserve forces service leave;

(j)

returning officer, or acting returning officer fees other than fees paid in respect of-

(i)

local government elections,

(ii) elections for the National Assembly for Wales,
(ii) Parliamentary elections, or
(iv) European Parliamentary elections.

If you operate a car lease salary sacrifice scheme then the amount of salary that the member gives
up in return for the car will not be pensionable as detailed in (f) of the above calc
Most other salary sacrifice arrangements are given up after pension contributions have been
deducted so that the deduction does not affect the member’s pensionable pay.
Assumed Pensionable Pay (APP)
If a member has had a period of reduced pay due to sickness or child related leave or a period of no
pay due to sickness, the pensionable pay that is included on the year-end return must include the
APP.
APP ensures that the member does not lose any pension benefit during the period of reduced or no
pay and should be calculated at the date the member starts the period of reduced or no pay.
Employer contributions should be deducted on APP and not the pay that the member is actually
receiving.
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APP is calculated using the 3 months or 12 weeks pay before the reduction in the member’s salary.
This is then used to calculate the contributions and added to the pensionable pay until the
members pay returns to the full amount.
APP must be included in a members pensionable pay on the year-end return to ensure that they are
given the correct benefits for the scheme year.
Further guidance on APP can be found in Appendix 2.
14. Employee contributions paid in main section
Enter the contributions that the employee has paid in the scheme year to the main section of the
Scheme. This should be the basic employee contributions and should not include any additional
contributions such as Additional Pension Contributions or Additional Voluntary Contributions. If the
member has received APP in the scheme year the basic contributions should only be paid on the
pay that the member actually received and not the APP.
15. Pensionable Pay received in 50/50 section
The member may at any point during the scheme year elect to pay 50/50 contributions for a period
of time. They may before the scheme year ends elect to be put back in the main section of the
Scheme. If the member has elected to pay a 50/50 contribution detail the amount of pensionable
pay (as in section 13) that the member has received during the scheme year. If this is not
applicable, please enter 0.00.
16. Employee contributions paid in the 50/50 section
Enter the contributions that the employee has paid in the scheme year to the 50/50 section of the
Scheme. This should be the basic employee contributions and should not include any additional
contributions such as Additional Pension Contributions or Additional Voluntary Contributions. If the
member has received APP in the scheme year the basic contributions should only be paid on the
pay that the member actually received and not the APP.
It is important that the correct pensionable pay and contributions are reflected in the correct
section of the Scheme to ensure that the member receives accurate benefits. If this is not
applicable, please enter 0.00.
17. FTE Final Pensionable Pay (as per 2008 regs)
Because most members have been in the pension scheme since before 1 April 2014 you must
supply the FTE pay as per the Local Government Pension Scheme (Benefits, Membership &
Contributions) Regulations 2007. You must also provide this information for members who joined
after 1 April 2014 as most members will have combined a previous pension and therefore the
information is still required.
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The two main differences between the pensionable pay and the FTE Final Pensionable Pay (as per
2008 regs) are:



The FTE Final Penisonable Pay figure provided should be a full time equivalent for 365 days
of the year
The FTE Final Penisonable Pay figure should not include non-contractual overtime as this
was an exclusion under the 2008 regulations

Meaning of “FTE pensionable pay” under 2008 Regulations
(1) An employee’s pensionable pay is the total of:(a) all the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to him for his own use in respect of his
employment; and
(b) any other payment or benefit specified in his contract of employment as being a pensionable
emolument.
(2) But an employee’s pensionable pay does not include:(a) payments for non-contractual overtime;
(b) any travelling, subsistence or other allowance paid in respect of expenses incurred in relation to
the employment;
(c) any payment in consideration of loss of holidays;
(d) any payment in lieu of notice to terminate his contract of employment
(e) any payment as an inducement not to terminate his employment before the payment is made;
(f) the amount of any supplement paid:(i) by the Environment Agency; or
(ii) to an employee whose employment is transferred on 1st April 2010, under a staff transfer
scheme, from the Learning and Skills Council for England to a local authority or to London Councils
Limited, in recognition of the difference in contribution rates between members of the principal
civil service pension scheme and the Scheme; or (g) any award of compensation (excluding any
sum representing arrears of pay) for the purposes of achieving equal pay in relation to other
employees.
How to apply term-time formulas
Members who work on a term-time basis should have their full-time equivalent pay adjusted to
reflect the number of weeks or days per year that they work. For example, if a member was
working 47 weeks out of 52 their full-time pay should be the pay that they would receive if they did
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full-time hours for 47 weeks of the year – not the pay that they would receive for working full-time
for 52 weeks. For example a member whose rate of pay for the year is £14733 should have a fulltime equivalent of:
£14733/52*47 = £13316.37
If the member worked all year round their full-time equivalent pay would just be £14733.
The same formula is used for a term time formula of days, for example a member works 190 days
out of 230 whose rate of pay for the year is £14733 should have a full-time equivalent of:
£14733/230*190= £12170.74
It is essential that you make this adjustment to the member’s full-time equivalent pay.
18 & 19. Employees Additional Pension Contributions (APC) via regular contribution or lump sum
If the member has elected to pay APCs during the Scheme year either via a regular monthly
deduction or a one off lump sum payment enter the total amount paid during the Scheme year in
column 18 for regular deductions and column 19 for lump sums.
20. Employees Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs)
If the member is contributing to an AVC with the Prudential please enter the amount of
contributions that have been paid in the Scheme year.
21.Employees Additional Regular Contributions (ARCs)
If the member is contributing to an ARC contribution enter the amount of contributions that have
been paid in the Scheme year.
22. Employee additional contributions (Added years)
If the member is contribution to an added years contract enter the amount of contributions that
have been paid in the Scheme year.
If an employee is making an additional contribution and you are unsure of the type of contract that
the member is paying please contact the Systems and Web team and they will provide you will a
report detailing the type of contracts your members are paying.
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23. No longer required
24. Employer Contributions
Enter the amount of employer contributions that you have paid during the Scheme year in respect
of the member. If the member has had a period of reduced or no pay employers should pay
contributions on the APP and not the pay that the member has received. The contributions on the
APP should be included in the employer contribution total.
25 & 26. Employer Additional Pension Contributions (APC) by regular deduction or lump sum
If during the scheme year employer contributions have been made towards an APC for a member
by either regular deduction (column 25) or lump sum (column 26) enter them here. It is most likely
that the additional contributions will be for a period of unpaid absence that the member has
elected to pay an APC to buy back the lost pension.
27. Employer Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVC)
If during the scheme year you have made a contribution to our AVC provider the Prudential for a
member enter it here.
28. Job Title
Please enter the members Job Title at the end of the scheme year. This helps us to match the
contributions to the correct record and to ensure that our records are kept up to date with any
changes. The job title is used on the annual benefit statement for members.
29. Part-time buy back contributions
Historically members may be paying an additional contribution to buy back any part-time
membership when they were excluded from the Scheme. If the member has made PTBB
contributions enter the amount here.
30. Part-time hours
Enter the members part-time hours at the end of the scheme year to two decimal places, please
enter as a decimal and enter 30 minutes as 0.5.
31. Full-time hours
Enter the standard full-time hours at the end of the scheme year for your organisation, to two
decimal places.
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32. Part-time indicator
If the member is full-time enter F
If the member is casual enter P
For all other members enter P
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Submitting your year-end return
You should upload your completed file as a .CSV using ERPF online services. Submitting the yearend return via ERPF online services ensures that your member’s data is secure.
Before submitting the year-end return you will should consult the employer checklist shown in
Appendix 3 via ERPF online services. You should only submit your year-end return after you have
completed the employer check list.
The checklist looks for common errors that would result in your file being returned to you for
amendment.
Have all the mandatory fields on the template been completed?
All of the template fields are mandatory this year. If you think you will be unable to complete any of
the fields then please contact us as soon as possible so that we can help you to try and resolve this.
If you have not contacted us and mandatory fields are blank your file will be returned to you for the
missing information to be completed.
Is the order of the columns and the format of all fields correct?
The template will have all the information required in a specific order and each column will state
the format that the information in that column will need to be in. Our system can only accept your
data in this specific order and format so if you do not provide your data as requested our staff must
spend time formatting and moving your data until it is in the correct order and format.
Whilst we will not return your data if it is in the incorrect format or order, as long as we can
manipulate it ourselves, we would be very grateful if you could make sure your data complies with
the format and order specified as this will help us all to achieve our statutory requirements for the
issuing of the Annual Benefit Statements. We may make an administration charge if significant
adjustments are needed.
Employee Payroll No.
This should be a unique identifier for each line. If you have pay sources please quote them as our
system can match payroll numbers. If possible payroll numbers should be in the following format
123456-01 with the last 2 figures being the pay source number. Your data will not be returned for
this reason but it is very helpful to us.
Members with more than one job in the scheme year
Members who have more than one employment with you should have a line on the annual return
for each employment, where their dates of employment overlap. Members who have had more
than one employment with you and one employment has gone straight to another, without an
overlap or a P45 being issued, should be added together and only one line should appear on the
annual return. Members who have had more than one employment with you and there is a gap
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between leaving one and starting the other should be shown as separate lines on the annual
return. If you have members with multiple jobs and you are not sure which lines should be added
together please contact us and we will help you to decide which lines you should add together.
Are the dates Joined Scheme and Effective dates correct for all members especially those who
have joined or left during the scheme year?
Any new joiners from 1 April 2020 onwards should have a date joined scheme on the annual return
that is the date they entered the pension scheme. Anyone who joined before 1 April 2020 should
have 1 April 2020 in the column. Any leavers before 31 March 2021 should have an effective date
on the annual return that is the date they left the pension scheme. Anyone still active at 31 March
2021 should have an effective date of 31 March 2021. Your data will not be returned for this but
our system checks the dates on our records to your file and any that do not match are flagged as
errors where they do not need to be and will cause us to create a year-end query for you.
Have all the Pensionable Pay figures had the relevant adjustments made in the column headed
Pensionable Pay? - This is the FTE (full time equivalent) Final Pensionable Pay (2008 regs)
This definition of pensionable pay should include only relevant payments due for the scheme year
rather than paid in the scheme year.




Each figure should be the full-time equivalent for 365 days of employment.
Any member on a term time formula should have had the formula applied to the pay figure
in this column.
Any loss of earnings for absences and illness should have a notional pay figure used for
these instances so that the member’s full time equivalent pay is not reduced.

Check the column for any figures that look exceptionally high or low. Your data will be returned if
you have not applied all of the above.
Are the Main Section Pensionable Pay and 50/50 Section Pensionable Pay figures correct?
This definition of pensionable pay should include all pensionable payments paid to the member in
the scheme year regardless of when they were due. There is therefore no need to adjust these pay
figures on payment of arrears or other payments which are paid in the current pay period but not
related to the current pay period.
Each figure should be the actual pay received by the members and the pay should be split between
the main section and 50/50 section as appropriate.
Any periods of sickness where the member was on reduced or no pay should have Assumed
Pensionable Pay (APP) applied to the figure.
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Any periods of absence other than for sickness where the pay was reduced should not have APP
applied but if the member has agreed to buy back their lost pension through APCs (additional
Pension Contributions) any APCs paid in the year should be entered in the correct column.
Note: Any actual pay paid by the Scheme employer to a reservist during Reserve Forces Service Leave
is not pensionable as the employee and the Ministry of Defence pay contributions on the amount of
Assumed Pensionable Pay so Assumed Pensionable Pay should be returned for these members.
Check the column for any figures that are very high or low. For example the pay in this column should
not be less than the basic hours worked by the member multiplied by their Pensionable Pay on the
annual return and it would be unusual for a full-time member of staff to earn twice as much in this
column than their Pensionable Pay. Your data will be returned if you have not applied all of the above.
Have all the Additional Payments been added for employees in the right column and split
correctly?
Any members who have paid additional contributions during the year should have the amount of
the additional contributions for the scheme year entered on the annual return in the correct
column. Separate columns exist for









ARCs
APCs Employee Regular Contributions
APCs Employee Lump Sum
APCs Employer Regular Contributions
APCs Employer Lump Sum
ARCs Employee Contributions
PTBB Contributions
AVCs

Added Years contributions and any other contracts should be entered in the column Employee
Additional Contributions paid.
Only payments towards additional contracts should be entered in these columns.
Your data will be returned if your Additional contributions are missing.

Uploading the return via ERPF online services
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Once logged on to the portal, in your group tray will be the process ‘ERPF Annual Returns 2021’,
this will need reassigning to the appropriate user to confirm that you have completed the employer
checklist and upload the file.

Once you have clicked reassign, you will be taken to the page below where you can select the user
from your employer list and click reassign.
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The process is now in the correct users work tray and can be completed.
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A quick way to find the process in a worktray is to click the up arrow under process name; the ‘ERPF
Annual Returns 2021’ process should be the top process. To open the process either select the
action open process or click on the process name.

Before you can upload your return you will need to confirm that you have completed the checklist
by clicking “OK” as shown above.

You will be able to upload your CSV file by browsing your documents. Please ensure the name of
the file has no special characters as the file upload will error. Once you have selected your file,
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click create document as shown above. This will automatically send your file and you will not
receive an acknowledgement. The process will no longer be outstanding in your worktray.
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